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1. Introduction 
 

Recently, new industrial robot manipulators include kinematic 

redundant structures in order to face complex and/or multiple tasks in 

unstructured and/or dynamic environments. This redundancy provides 

robotic systems with a large number of degrees of freedom (dof) 

performing complex joint structures. These mechanical structures 

both overcome intrinsic limitations of the mechanical construction 

and provide more flexibility during the tasks’ performance. In the 

field of manufacturing processes, requirements such as the 

complexity of geometric shapes, the accuracy needed in the finished 

piece and the high speed required for the machining processes have 

focused the use of redundant joint structures1,2. However, controlling 

a redundant system during this type of tasks involves not only the 

correct end-effector motion, but also the achievement of correct joint-

stabilization movements. This paper presents a new optimal control 

framework for redundant joint structures where the task to be 

performed is specified in the image space. The classical image-based 

controllers determine the required camera velocities in order to 

position the robot with respect a reference object3. Using this last 

approach, the internal robot controller computes the joint torques in 

order to achieve the previously mentioned camera velocities. 

However, the framework proposed in this paper to perform the 

control of the joint structure guidance is based on direct visual 

servoing. By means of direct visual servo, the internal control loop of 

servo motors is removed and the visual servo control is employed to 

stabilize the robot4. The result is a faster and more accurate control 

that reacts more quickly to abrupt changes in the image trajectories, a 

very suitable feature for non-contact machining processes. Moreover, 

the approach presented is based on an optimal control framework and 

it is employed to control redundant joint structures taking into 

account the robot dynamics. This way, this control approach considers 

the optimization of the motor signals or torques sent to the 

mechanical system during visual control tasks. Using this framework, 

several new direct visual controllers can be obtained for any 

mechanical system with redundancy, which offers a useful unification 

methodology. A precision study of different controllers derived from 

the framework is presented using a tool based on a joint structure 

whose main use will be to perform complex shapes in some non-

contact machining processes such as laser or water cutting. 

The control of redundant mechanical systems has been a topic 

research in the last years, where many authors have proposed 

different control algorithms based on dynamics. It is worth pointing 

out the work presented by Kathib5, which proposed a dynamic control 

scheme for redundant robots using the pseudo-inverse of the Jacobian 

matrix. Other works such as these presented by Xian6 and 

Zergeroglu7, are based on a nonlinear controller which ensured an 

asymptotic tracking in the Cartesian space. Tatlicioblu8 and Lin9 

presented the application of another kind of controllers such adaptive 

and optimal control in the path planning. Other recent approaches are 

focused in neural network technology because of their learning 

capabilities and parallel computing. In this field, most of the 

contributions are in charge of compensating both the nonlinearities10 

and structured/unstructured uncertainties of the system11. The above 
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commented approaches are based on position, orientation and/or 

velocity control in the path tracking. However, as it is previously 

indicated, the proposed framework employs image information for 

the robot guidance. Therefore, the use of this framework allows us to 

derive new visual controllers to track complex shapes in the image 

space using any redundant joint structure, guaranteeing that the 

correct joint motion is obtained. 

In applications such as laser-cutting, the redundant machine 

must often track repetitive or quasi-repetitive trajectories. This can 

produce a non-periodic joint motion or chaotic behavior. As it is 

shown in the results section, a chaotic behavior in the joint space can 

be obtained while using a classical visual servoing system. In this 

case, the robot-end tracks the image trajectory correctly but an 

unpredictable and non-periodic motion is generated in the joint space. 

This non-repeatability in the joint space limits the practical 

applications of the visual controller. In previous works12, the authors 

have integrated chaos compensation in classical dynamic visual 

controllers in order to obtain a periodic joint trajectory when the 

robot-end also tracks a periodic image trajectory. This last aspect 

guarantees a smoother joint behavior and increases the safety by 

obtaining predictable trajectories. In this paper, the chaos controller is 

also integrated in the proposed framework. Therefore, the new 

controllers derived from the framework also include chaos 

compensation. In the section where the experimental results are 

presented, a precision study is included in order to evaluate the new 

direct visual controllers. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the 

optimal control framework employed in the image tracking of the 

redundant joint structure. Section 3 shows the required modifications 

for redundancy resolution and chaos control, and the general dynamic 

visual servoing framework is defined. Section 4, some new image-

based controllers are obtained from the dynamic visual servoing 

framework and the experimental results are presented. The final 

section reports some important conclusions. 

 

2. Optimal visual control for redundant joint structures 
 

This section shows the proposed control framework to guide 

redundant joint structures using visual information. In order to 

accurately explain the control framework, this section is divided in 

five subsections. Firstly, the kinematics and dynamics formulation of 

a joint structure is defined. Secondly, the visual servoing concepts 

employed in the framework, are described. Afterwards, the optimal 

control approach applied for visual servoing is explained. Next, the 

image trajectory is described as a task constrain. Finally, the required 

modifications of the control framework for redundancy resolution and 

chaos control are presented. 

 

2.1 Kinematics and dynamics of the joint structure 
The differential kinematics of a joint structure with n dof 

establishes the relationship between the joint velocities and the 

corresponding end-effector velocity. This relationship can be given as 

follows: 

 qqJr   r  (1) 

where ηr  is the pose of the camera located at the robot end-

effector, being η the dimension of the space where the path tracking is 

performed, r

 
is the Cartesian end-effector velocity, nx1q  is a 

vector of generalized joint coordinates, nx1q  represents the joint 

velocities, and  qJ r  is the manipulator Jacobian matrix.  

In regard to the dynamics, the well-known model of a serial n-

link rigid mechanism, in absence of friction, can be written as: 

     qGqqCqqMτ   ,  (2) 

where nx1q  is the joint accelerations,   nxnqM  is the 

symmetric positive definite manipulator inertia matrix, 

  nx1
, qqC   denotes the vector of centripetal and Coriolis forces, 

and   nx1qG  is the gravitational force. Finally, nx1τ  is 

the vector of applied motor commands (i.e. torques or forces). In 

order to simplify this equation, we can write the dynamics as follows: 

   qqFτqqM  ,cg  (3) 

where      qGqqCqqF   ,,cg

.  

2.2 Visual servo control 
Visual servo control techniques3 allow the guidance of a joint 

robot using visual information, typically using an eye-in-hand 

configuration where a camera is held by the mechanism end-effector. 

The relationship between velocities in camera image space, rs , and 

end-effector velocity, r , is represented by: 

 r sLs  sr   (4) 

where  sLs  is the interaction matrix3. From this relation and 

Equation (1), the image space velocity rs  can be related to joint 

space velocity q  by means of the following relationship: 

     qsqLqqJsLs  ,Jrsr   (5) 

where  sqLL ,JJ   is the Jacobian matrix mapping from joint 

space to image space. This matrix relates differential changes in joint 

configuration of the robot to differential changes in the observed 

image feature parameters. 

The image acceleration or second time derivative of sr is obtained 

by differentiating Equation (5) with respect to the time: 

qLqLs  JJr   (6) 

The variable rs  denotes the reference image accelerations of our 

controller based on image space.  
 

2.3 Optimal control approach 
The dynamic model of a serial-link robot represented by Equation 

(2) has been used in different approaches to control a robotic system 

for tracking12. Following this idea, the approach proposed by 

Udwadia14 gave a new perspective about tracking based on optimal 

control for nonlinear mechanical systems. This approach will be used 

in this paper in order to perform the visual tracking of a redundant 

joint structure. 

Basically, the control approach suggested by Udwadia14 supposes 

a system with m constrains (holonomic and/or non-holonomic) which 
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represent the task for the robot to be described. The time derivate of 

these constraints is represented by the following equation: 

   t,,t,, q qb q q q A    (7) 

where   mxnt, , qqA   and   mx1t,, q qb   are the matrix 

and the vector obtained, respectively. The optimal controller treats to 

minimize the control torques of the mechanical system while 

performing a specific task taking into account the following function 

cost: 

τWτΩ )t()t( T  (8) 

where )t(W  is a time-dependent weight matrix. The function 

control that minimizes )t(Ω  of the mechanical system based on the 

dynamics model expressed in Equation (3) while performing the task 

described in Equation (7) is given by (for the sake of clarity the time 

and joint dependences are not indicated): 

   cg
1-2/11-1/2- FAMbWAM Wτ 


  (9) 

where M is the inertia matrix and the symbol + denotes the pseudo-

inverse for a general matrix. As it can be seen in Equation (9), the 

matrix W is an important depending variable in the control law and 

determines how the control effort is distributed over the joints. 

Equation (6), which describes the image task of the redundant 

robot, can be expressed into the form of Equation (7):  

qLsqL  JrJ   (10) 

This way, the task constrains are defined by the following 

relationships:  

qLsb
L  A

 Jr

J



 (11) 

Therefore, with this definition of A and b, the optimal control will 

minimize the torques of the joint structure while performing a 

tracking in the image space. The final control law can be obtained 

replacing these variables into the function that minimizes the motor 

signals described by Equation (9): 

   cg
1-

JJr
2/11-

J
1/2- FMLqLsWML Wτ 


   (12) 

As it can be seen, the visual controller represented by (12) 

depends implicitly on the weighting matrix W and different value s 

of this matrix can simplify the product   2/11-
J WML  and 

consequently, the control law. Additionally, different visual servoing 

control laws can be obtained with different values of W, performing a 

new optimal control framework for the visual tracking of redundant 

joint structures. 

 
2.4 Task description using an image trajectory 

The optimal control approach described in the previous 

subsection will be employed to track an image trajectory taking into 

account the robot dynamics. As shown, the tracked trajectory is 

defined and expressed as a set of constraints following Equation (7) 

(see Equation (11)). In this subsection, the definition of our reference 

control rs

 
is described considering an eye-in-hand camera system 

which extracts a set of k image feature points. 

Let   2kT
kykx2y2x1y1x ,,...,,,,  ffffffs  be a vector of 

the k extracted image feature points, the task description as constraint 

is given by the following equation in the image space: 

      0dPdDd  ssKssKss   (13) 

where ds , ds  and ds  are the desired image space accelerations, 

velocities and positions, respectively. KP and KD are proportional and 

derivative gain matrices, respectively. This equation can be expressed 

in regard to image error in the following way: 

rsPsDd seKeKs    (14) 

where se  and se  are the image error and the time derivative of the 

error respectively. As stated, the variable rs  denotes the reference 

image accelerations of our image space based controller. Replacing 

this variable into the dynamic visual servo controller, Equation (12), 

the control law is set by the following relationship: 

   cg
1-

JJsPsDd
2/11-

J
1/2- FMLqLeKeKsWML Wτ 

   (15) 

In Fig. 1 a scheme with the main components of the proposed 

framework is shown. In order to demonstrate an asymptotic tracking 

of the control law (15), some operations must be done. Firstly, the 

closed loop behavior is computed using Equation (3) as: 

 
 cg

1-
JJsPsDd

1/21-
J

1/2
cg

FMLqLeKeKs

WMLWFqM








  
(16) 

Equation (16) can be simplified by pre-multiplying its left and 

right side by   2/12/1-1
J WWML  : 

qLeKeKsqL  JsPsDdJ   (17) 

Using the relationship expressed in (6), it can be concluded that: 

sPsDs eKeKe    (18) 

Therefore, when LJ is full rank an asymptotic tracking is achieved 

of the visual servo controller expressed by Equation (15) in the 

tracking of an image trajectory.  

 

   cgJJrJ FMLqLsWMLWτ 1-2/11-1/2- 
   

 

 

sPsDdr eKeKss  

  
     qJsLsqL rsJ ,  

W: weighting matrix to define new controllers 

Fig. 1. Scheme of the main components of the proposed framework. 

 

 

2.5 Null-space resolution 
In this paper, a redundant joint structure is employed to track the 

image trajectory and hence n > η, being η the dimension of where the 

path tracking is performed. In this case, the visual controller must 

guarantee the correct motion of end-effector and joints, avoiding 

singularities and/or possible chaotic behavior. Therefore, it is needed 

a joint function which stabilizes the robot without affecting the task 

performed in the image space. One possibility to do that is by 

defining a desired behavior that is only applied in the null space of the 

visual controller indicated in Equation (12). As it is shown in this last 
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equation, the task space is defined by   2/11-
J

2/1 WMLW . 

Therefore, the term expressed as 

    1
2/12/11-

J
2/11-

J
2/1 ][ τWWMLWMLWI  


 can be used to 

project the motor command τ1 onto the null space of the dynamic 

visual servo task. Including this control in the proposed framework, 

the following control law can be obtained: 

   
    1

1/21/21-
J

1/21-
J

1/2

cg
1-

JJr
1/21-

J
1/2  

τWWMLWMLIW

FMLqLsWMLWτ





 





 
 

(19) 

Thus, the task accomplishment is independent of the joint-space 

stabilization done by τ1. Setting τ1 = C+G+τ0, the Coriolis, 

centrifugal and gravitational forces can be compensated. Using this 

modification, the control law yields as follows: 

   
    0

1/21/21-
J

1/21-
J

1/2

Jr
1/21-

J
1/2  

τWWMLWMLIW

GCqLsWMLWτ





 





 
 (20) 

Next section will show the definition of the control signals τ0 and 

the one employed for chaos control. 

 

3. Modified control law using manipulability and a chaos 
compensation 
 

A singularity can be obtained in the manipulator Jacobian (see 

Equation (1)) when the joint structure is on a configuration in which 

certain end-effector velocities are not possible. Thus, the signal 

control τ0 will be employed to avoid possible singularities as a null-

space joint function which stabilizes the mechanical system without 

affecting the main task (tracking in the image space). This function 

employs the manipulability concept15 which measures the distance 

between the current configuration of the joint structure and the closest 

singular pose. A high manipulability is required to assure the ability 

of the system to move in arbitrary directions. The manipulability is 

defined as the square root of the determinant of the product of the 

manipulator Jacobian by its transpose, i.e.: 

 r
T
rr det JJω   (21) 

The manipulability value is projected into the null-space of the 

controller by means its gradient and a damping term in joint space. 

This way, the control signal τ0 is established as follows: 

rrDrMp0 k ωq τ τ    (22) 

where 0α,k rDr   and rω  is the gradient of the manipulability16. 

In regard to the chaos controller, a Delayed Feedback Control 

(DFC) method will be integrated in the framework17. This method 

generates a control signal proportional to the difference between the 

current state of the system, (t)q  and the state of the system delayed 

by one period, ε)(t q :  

    tεtλDFC q-qMτ    (23) 

where λ is a constant gain to be determined, ε is the feedback time-

delay and M is the inertia matrix of the joint structure commented 

before. The adjustment of constants λ and ε is performed by using our 

previous algorithms12.  

Adding these two terms to Equation (20), the general control 

law to dynamically visual servo control any joint structure with both 

redundant resolution and chaos compensation is obtained. This 

framework can be expressed as: 

   
     Mp

1/21/21-
J

1/21-
J

1/2

Jr
1/21-

J
1/2

DFC   

τWWMLWMLIW

GCqLsWMLWττ







   
(24) 

It should be pointed out that the control signals, τDFC and τMp, are 

not part of the contributions of this paper, but they can be 

incorporated easily to the presented framework. 

 

 

4. Precision study of the visual servo controllers 
 

4.1. Dynamic visual servo controllers derived from the control 
framework 

Up to now, the control framework has been written depending 

on the weighting matrix W. As stated, the choice of W plays an 

important role in the controller because determines how the torques 

are distributed over the joints. Moreover, different values of this 

matrix can simplify the product   2/11-
J WML and consequently, 

the control law. Following, the new visual servoing control laws 

obtained from the choice of different values of W will be shown. A 

precision study of the derived controllers will be evaluated in the next 

subsection. 

Considering W = M-2 and replacing this value in the control 

framework expressed in Equation (24), the result yields: 

 
  Mp

1-
JJ

JrJDFC   

τMLLIM

GCqLsMLττ







  

(25) 

This controller represents a direct visual servo control using inversion 

of the dynamic model of the joint structure.  

Another value for the choice of W is DM-2, where D is a 

diagonal positive matrix. This matrix allows distributing the torques 

on the joints, and therefore, large weights cause small torques. Using 

this value for W, the controller from Equation (24) results as follows:  

      
       
  Mp

2/12

2/121-
J

2/121-
J

2/12

Jr

2/12-1-
J

2/12
DFC   

τDM

DMMLDMMLIDM

GCqLsDMMLDMττ






















 
(26) 

Applying the pseudo inverse as Q+ = QT(Q˙QT)-1 and simplifying 

this equation, the control law yields as: 

   
  Mp

11/21/2-
J

1-T
J

1-
J

T
J

1/2-1/2-

Jr

-1T
J

1-
J

T
J

1-
DFC   

τMDDLLDLLDIMD

GCqLsLDLLMDττ






 





  
(27) 

Additionally, new controllers can be obtained using different 

values of W. According to Udwadia14, an important value for W, due 

to its physical interpretation, is W = M-1, since it is consistent with 

the principle of d’Alembert. Furthermore, the use of W = I simplifies 

the control law. In the next section the controllers obtained when W= 

M-1, W = DM-1, W = I, W = D, W = M-2, and W = DM-2 are 

evaluated and compared with classical direct visual servoing like the 
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proposed in previous works 4. 

 

4.2. Experimental results 
In this section, a set of experiments is presented to illustrate the 

precision performance of different direct visual servoing control laws 

obtained using the proposed framework. In order to evaluate the 

precision and properties of the generated controllers the eye-in-hand 

joint structure presented in Fig. 2 is employed. A Gigabit Ethernet 

TM6740GEV camera is used, which acquires 200 images every 

second with a resolution of 640x480 pixels. The joint structure has 

four rotational joints (q0, q1, q2, q3) whose actuators are four geared 

DC motors but only three joints (q1, q2, q3) are employed for the 

experiments. The camera is supposed to be previously calibrated and 

the camera intrinsic parameters are (u0, v0) = (298, 225) px, and (fu, 

fv) = (1082.3, 1073.7) px (position of the optical center (u0, v0) and 

the focal length in the x and y directions, respectively). For the sake 

of clarity, the eye in hand camera is observing one visual feature 

performing a planar movement with respect to the robot at a distance 

of 1 m (k = 1). In all the experiments presented in this section the 

image space gain settings are KP = 0.1I and KD = 0.5I (the 

proportional and derivative matrices of the image path). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Robot employed in the experimental results. 

 

4.2.1 Experiment 1 
In this section the obtained visual servoing control laws with 

chaos compensation are evaluated during the tracking of the periodic 

image trajectory defined by the following equations: 

 
 















π/4ωt160sin265

π/4ωt166cos320

yd

xd
d f

f
s  (28) 

where the parameter ω determines the tracking velocity. 

Firstly, in order to evaluate the tracking system with chaos 

compensation a medium velocity is considered (ω = 1 rad/s). Fig. 3 

represents in blue the desired image trajectory obtained when       

W = M-2, W = DM-2, W = M-1, W = DM-1, W = I, and W = D. A 

correct behavior is obtained for all the controllers; however, it can be 

observed that the trajectory is more accurately tracked when W = M-2 

and W = M-1. As previously indicated, when W = DM-2, W = D or W 

= DM-1 the value of D allows us to indicate which joints will support 

high loads. In this experiment, the weight value corresponding to the 

first joint is twice the weight corresponding to the second and third 

joints. Fig. 4 represents the joint configurations of the robot during 

the tracking and Fig. 5 represents the robot configurations considering 

W = M-2 and without introducing the chaos controller. Comparing 

both figures, it can be observed that using the proposed controllers the 

chaos behavior is compensated and a periodic joint trajectory is 

obtained during the tracking of the periodic image trajectory.  

 

Fig. 3. Experiment 1. Desired image trajectory (blue) and obtained image 
trajectories considering: (a) W = M-2. (b) W = DM-2. (c) W = M-1. (d) W = 
DM-1. (e) W = I. (f) W = D. 

 
Fig. 4. Experiment 1. Obtained 3D trajectory during the tracking considering 
(a) W = M-2. (b) W = DM-2. (c) W = M-1. (d) W = DM-1. (e) W = I. (f) W = D. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

q3 

q2 q1 

Eye-in-hand 
camera 

q0 
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Fig. 5. Experiment 1. Robot configurations during the tracking without chaos 
control (W = M-2). 

 

In order to show more clearly the tracking precision, Table 1 

represents the mean error in pixels during the tracking of the previous 

indicated trajectory considering different tracking velocities. The 

mean image error obtained by using previous classical direct visual 

controllers4 is also included in this table. As it can be seen in Table 1, 

the image error is lower when W = M-1 or W = M-2 is employed. 

Furthermore, in these cases the performance is clearly improved with 

respect to the previous controllers4. Finally, if we consider ω = 3 rad/s 

an image error about 7 pixels is obtained in all the cases. 

 

Table 1 Mean image error (Pixels). Experiment 1. 
W ω  = 0.5 rad/s ω  = 1 rad/s ω  = 2 rad/s 
M-2 2.14 2.12 3.84 

DM-2 2.12 2.43 3.74 

M-1 2.12 2.95 2.39 

DM-1 2.42 3.10 3.34 

I 3.81 3.22 4.40 
D 3.45 3.66 4.81 

Previous 
direct visual 
controller 

2.25 3.20 4.12 

 

4.2.2 Experiment 2 
In order to evaluate the tracking considering a more complex 

trajectory, all the controllers are tested during the tracking of a 

trajectory with abrupt changes (see Fig. 6). In the experiments 

represented in this last figure, a medium tracking velocity is 

considered (ω = 1 rad/s). As in the previous section, a correct tracking 

is achieved in the image space for all the six controllers and the best 

behaviour is obtained when W = M-2 or W = M-1. As it was indicated 

in the previous section, the matrix D is a diagonal matrix and the 

weight value corresponding to the first joint is twice the weight 

corresponding to the second and third joints. In order to demonstrate 

the effect obtained by using this matrix, in Fig. 7 the torques which 

were obtained when W = M-2 and W = DM-2 are represented. 

Comparing Fig. 7.a and Fig. 7.b, it can be observed that when W = 

DM-2 lower torques in the first joint are obtained. Therefore, this 

diagonal matrix can be employed to distribute the torques and to 

diminish the effort in the desired joints. 

Fig. 8 represents the robot joint configurations achieved during 

the tracking in the 3D space. As it can be observed, the chaos is 

compensated (see Fig. 9 which represents the robot joints 

configurations when chaos control is not applied).  

Finally, in order to indicate more clearly the precision and errors 

during the task, Table 2 indicates the mean error in pixels during the 

tracking considering different tracking velocities. From this table, 

similar conclusions can be extracted. The highest precision is 

obtained when W = M-1 or W = M-2. In contrast, when W = I the 

controller is simpler and easier to implement. Additionally, the use of 

W = DM-2, W = D or W = DM-1 also introduces small errors during 

the tracking but it allows us to indicate which joints will support high 

loads. Thus, the proposed framework can be employed to generate the 

controllers depending on the tracking requirements. Furthermore, the 

framework can be extended in order to generate new direct visual 

servo controllers with other properties depending the value of W. 

 

 

Fig. 6. Experiment 2. Desired image trajectory (blue) and obtained image 
trajectories considering: (a) W = M-2. (b) W = DM-2. (c) W = M-1. (d) W = 
DM-1. (e) W = I. (f) W = D. 
 

 

Fig. 7. Experiment 2. Torques obtained during the experiment when: (a) W = 
M-2. (b) W = DM-2. 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Fig. 8. Experiment 2. Obtained 3D trajectory during the tracking considering 
(a) W = M-2. (b) W = DM-2. (c) W = M-1. (d) W = DM-1. (e) W = I. (f) W = D. 

 

Fig. 9. Experiment 2. Robot configurations during the tracking without chaos 
control (W = M-1). 

 

Table 2 Mean image error (Pixels). Experiment 2. 
W ω  = 0.5 rad/s ω  = 1 rad/s ω  = 2 rad/s 
M-2 1.54 1.95 3.00 

DM-2 2.41 2.63 3.55 

M-1 1.34 1.92 2.55 

DM-1 3.87 4.00 4.48 

I 1.75 2.22 3.12 
D 4.45 4.88 5.21 

Previous 
direct visual 
controller 

1.5 2.0 3.1 

 

5. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, authors have presented the use of an optimal control 

approach which allows defining new dynamic visual controllers in 

order to carry out the guidance of any serial link structure with both 

redundant resolution and chaos compensation. Making use of both the 

dynamic robot model and the definition of the image trajectory as 

task description, different image-based dynamic visual servoing 

systems are defined. The proposed approach allows derivation of 

previously known dynamic visual controllers, and permits the 

development of new ones for any mechanical system with redundancy.  

The implementation of some derivate controllers on a real robotic 

system has been carried out. As stated, new controllers are generated 

by using the proposed framework. Each controller has different 

precision and behavior in both the task and joint space. Therefore, the 

proposed framework can be employed in order to generate new direct 

visual servoing controllers with the performance required for a given 

application. 
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